
6.2 Feng Shui Case Study 2-Periord 6 House setting 

This house owner, Mr. Lam was introduced to me by a friend and confirmed that the house was 

built on 1970 and completed renovation on 1971. 

 

 

Period 6 setting- Sits on 76 degrees (East) and faces 254 degree (West) The simple floor plan 

is as below: 
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Mountain Star in Charge of Person while Water Star in charge of Wealth 

 

 

 



My analysis 

First Observation: 

The outer area did not seem to be quite a concern since no major hill or river to be seen. 

Always by looking and examining the surroundings to find out the topographical environment 

before start examine the inner house.  This is an auspicious setting with good mountain and 

water stars ideal for businessman. 

 

The truth: After the owner and family moved in to this house, his business flourished and 

income quadrupled and gave birth to two sons and a daughter. 

 

2nd Observation: 

The toilet next to kitchen will often results in constant argument among family members. 

 

The truth: The children were fighting with each other and often husband and wife would 

disagree on many issues especially related to children. 

 

3rd Observation: 

The southwest corner of the room with 723 flying stars orientation is prone to fire accident. 

 

The truth: His two sons were playing with fire and caused fire to burn the whole bed and desk, 

luckily no one was hurt.  This incident took place in 1977 June 17th. I have checked the 

Chinese calendar and found that 1977 was (Yin Fire/Yang Fire Year) and July was (Yang Fire 

and Yin Fire month) and the date was (Yin Wood and Yang Fire day). This fire and wood 

combinations day should contribute to the fire accident. 

 

4th Observation: 

His bedroom with 159 flying stars will result in food poison or poisonous related problems. 

 

The truth: He and his wife like to eat seafood very much and had been admitted to emergency 

rooms twice in 1980 and 1985 after seafood poison. His wife constantly complained that her 

stomach was in pain and gastric problems. 

 

Foote note: 

Period 5 is from 1944 to 1963 

Period 6 is from 1964-1983 

Period 7 is from 1984-2003 

Period 8 is from 2004-2023 

 


